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The magnetic behaviors of the metamagnetic and ferromagnetic phases of 
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The detailed magnetic behaviors of the ferro- (1FO) and metamagnetic (1MM) phases of 
[FeCp*2][TCNE] (Cp* = pentamethylcyclopentadienide: TCNE = tetracyanoethylene) aligned 
parallel to the applied magnetic field, II, were obtained using eicosane (E). The Tc for 1FO is 3.1 K 
from the maximum in the frequency independent y'(T) data and 3.0 K from the maximum in the 
Cp(T) data, and exhibits a  hysteresis with a coercive field, /7cr, -  50 Oe, a remanent magnetization 
o f 1900 emu Oe mol-1 at 2 K, and saturation magnetization of 16 740 emu Oe mol-1 . Significant 
differences were observed between aligned 1MIVI (1MIVI + E) and unaligned samples.
Metamagnetic 1MIVI + E saturates to 15 900 emu Oe mol-1, and has a  1300 Oe critical field at 2 K 
that decreases with increasing temperature. The 2 K M (Il) o f 1 MIVI + E displays a small bump 
between |3000 and 4000| Oe that is not observed in IM M . The Tc for IM M  + E is 2.5 ±  1 K from 
the maximum in the frequency independent y'(T) data, and peak maximum in Cp(7) data. The 
lack of a y'\T ) response for II = 0 is in accord with IM M  + E having an antiferromagnetic ground 
state. Upon application of an applied field a  y"(T) signal appears and increases in intensity until 
1500 Oe in accord with IM M  + E going from an antiferromagnetic to a ferromagnetic-like state.
For II > 1500 Oe the y'(T) signal decreases. In contrast to IMM, between 2.2 and 2.8 K y'(II) and 
y"(II) exhibit peaks between 3000 and 4000 Oe. The temperature at which the peak maximum in 
Cp(7) occurs (2.4 K) for IMM and is unexpectedly independent of II. The peak maxima observed 
in y '(T J I)  at 100 and 1000 Hz were use to construct a magnetic phase diagram, 77(7), for 
metamagnet IMM + E, which has three different magnetic phases: paramagnetic, 
antiferromagnetic, and an intermediate phase. The detailed magnetic characterization of the 
structurally similar IMM and 1FO phases will provide a basis for theorists to understand 
the subtle spin exchange interactions that lead not only to magnetic ordering, but the type of 
the ordering.

Introduction

Organic-based materials exhibiting cooperative physical pro
perties form an important contemporary research thrust in 
chemistry, materials science, and physics.1 Today examples of 
organic-based superconductors2 and magnets,3 e.g., materials 
where p-electrons from organic specie(s) play an active role in 
the physical properties, are well documented. The first organic- 
based magnet, [Fe,HCp*2]-4[TCNE]--  (Cp* = pentamethyl
cyclopentadienide: TCNE = tetracyanoethylene), was reported 
in 19854,5 and magnetically orders as a  ferromagnet below a Tc 
of 4.8 K.6-7 Earlier, [Fe,HCp*:!]-4[TCNQ]-- (TCNQ = 7,7,8,8- 
tetracyano-p-quinodimethane) was reported to order as a 
metamagnet below 2.55 K.s,y In addition to the TCNE and 
TCNQ electron transfer salts o f FeHCp* 2  the magnetic 
properties of numerous other salts have been reported.10
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[FeCp*2][TCNQ], 1, is now known to form three different 
magnetic phases: a paramagnet,9 a ferromagnet, 1FO, with 
Tc = 3.1 K ,11 and the aforementioned metamagnet,9 IM M . 
Both 1FO and IM M  form as •••D+A “ D +A “ --- chains in 
which [FeCp*2]-4 (D -4) and [TCNQ]-- (A- - ) alternate. Only a 
few key structural differences exist. For 1FO the cation C 5Me5 
rings are in an eclipsed conformation whereas in IM M  they 
are staggered. More significantly, some differences are also 
present in the interstack arrangements o f 1FO and IM M . 
Most notable the [TCNQ]-- anions of 1FO zigzag in the b 
direction whereas in IM M  they do not zigzag, but are 
arranged in the same direction.11 Also, the closest N---N 
[TCNQ]- - ---[TCNQ]-- distance in 1FO is 4.337 A and is 
4.080 A for IM M . Since this distance is closer in IM M  than in 
1FO, IM M  is likely to have stronger antiferromagnetic coupl
ing.6,12 The field dependent magnetization, M(/7), of IM M  
reveals that below 1500 Oe IM M  is in an antiferromagnetic 
state, switching to a ferromagnetic-like state above this field.11 
The temperature dependence of M (II) o f IM M  shows that as 
the temperature increases the critical field, /7C, decreases along 
with the sharpness of the transition. Hence, based on the 
M (II,T) responses, it is described as a metamagnet.
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The magnetic phase diagrams of antiferromagnets have been 
classified into two classes each having a characteristic H(T) 
behavior when their axis of antiparallel alignment is oriented 
parallel to the applied field.13 Class 1 antiferromagnets are 
highly anisotropic with a field-induced first order phase 
transition (T < r N) arising from the reversal of the local spin 
directions. For historical reasons this sudden reversal of the 
local spins is called a metamagnetic phase transition and Class
1 antiferromagnets are described as metamagnets. A typical 
H(T) phase diagram for a Class 1 antiferromagnet contains 
both antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic regions (Fig. la), as 
observed for FeCl2, DyP04, and [{(323)Ni}3{Fem(CN)6}2]„- 
12H20 14 (323 = iV,iV'-bis(3-aminopropyl)ethylenediamine). 
Note that the first order boundary line of the metamagnetic 
transitions does not limit the whole antiferromagnetic region 
in the magnetic phase diagram (broken line in Fig. la). Indeed, 
it extends from T = 0 K up to the so called tricritical point, 
Tt <  r N; above Tt and up to r N the transition from the 
antiferromagnetic state to the paramagnetic one is second 
order (solid line in Fig. la).

In contrast, Class 2 antiferromagnets are isotropic or weakly 
anisotropic and their characteristic magnetic phase diagram 
defines three regions, namely, antiferromagnetic, paramag
netic, and spin flop regions. Upon application of a magnetic 
field a Class 2 antiferromagnet undergoes a first order 
phase transition, due to the flopping of the spins to orient 
perpendicular to the applied field. This transition, which is 
customarily known as a spin-flop transition, defines the

Fig. 1 H(T) phase diagram for Class 1 (a) and Class 2 (b) meta
magnets. Adapted from ref. 13. First and second order transitions are 
denoted by (------ ) and (—), respectively.

boundary between the antiferromagnetic and the spin flop 
regions (broken line in Fig. lb). In the spin flop region the 
effect of the applied magnetic field results in the rotation 
of spins from an antiparallel to a parallel state. Typical 
examples of Class 2 antiferromagnets are MnF2,15" and the 
AoFeCls-HoO (A = K, Rb)15 family of antiferromagnets 
(Fig. lb). Due to significant anisotropy of [FeinCp*2]’+ 16 
Class 1 metamagnetic behavior is anticipated.

Herein, we report the detailed magnetic properties and 
temperature dependences of the specific heat for both 1FO and 
1MM, and the M(H) phase diagram for 1MM is constructed 
and discussed in context of previously reported phase diagrams 
for antiferromagnets, where 1MM is best described as an 
antiferromagnet with a metamagnetic-like transition.

It should also be noted that the profound differences in the 
magnetic properties for 1FO and 1MM must be a consequence 
of subtle differences in their respective structures that lead to 
differing magnitudes of antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic 
couplings. Hence, the detailed magnetic characterization of the 
1FO and 1MM polymorphs, along with their structures,9,11 
provide a basis for theorists to understand the subtle spin 
coupling interactions that lead not only magnetic ordering, but 
also the sign of the ordering.

Experimental

Synthesis

FeCp*2 (Acros) was sublimed prior to use, and TCNQ was 
purified via passing through a silica column to remove 
any impurities present prior to use. The synthesis of 
[FeCp*2][TCNQ] was carried out in an inert atmosphere 
(DriLab). FeCp*2 and TCNQ were reacted as previously 
reported11 to form a bulk ferromagnetic phase. The bulk 
ferromagnetic phase was dissolved in MeCN at room 
temperature and allowed to stand for 2 days, and then was 
filtered to yield a dark green-purple powder. Magnetic 
measurements proved this dark green-purple powder corre
sponded to the 1MM phase. To obtain the 1FO phase the bulk 
ferromagnetic phase was dissolved in MeCN and warmed just 
before boiling. Once completely dissolved the solution was 
placed in the freezer (-2 0  °C) and allow to stand for 6 weeks. 
The purple crystals that precipitated were collected via vacuum 
filtration.17 Magnetic measurements proved these purple 
reflecting crystals corresponded to the 1FO phase.

Physical methods

All AC and DC magnetic measurements were taken on a 
90 kOe Quantum Design (QD) Physical Property Measurement 
System (PPMS) as previously reported.18 AC magnetic mea
surements were done between 2 and 5 K and between 0 and 
5000 Oe with a 5 Oe drive field. DC magnetic measurements 
were done between 2.0 and 2.6 K and between + 50 kOe. All 
magnetic measurements were taken in gelatin capsules.

All heat capacity measurements were made on a PPMS as a 
function of field ( ^  5000 Oe) between 2 and 20 K. Both 1FO 
and 1MM were studied as pressed pellets that were attached 
via Apiezon M grease to the sample platform. The sample 
thermometer was calibrated at each field used prior to running
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the experiment to avoid magnetoresistance effects. An Apiezon 
M grease addenda file was measured at each field prior to the 
sample being adhered to the sample platform and studied. The 
addenda files were used to correct for the raw heat capacity 
data from the heat capacity of the grease and the sample 
platform.

Infrared spectra (400 to 4000 +  1 crrT 1) were obtained on a 
Bruker Tensor 37 spectrophotometer as potassium bromide 
pellets. Both 1FO and lM M  exhibit vCn at 2177 and 2153 cm-1 
indicative o f the [TCNQ]’-  radical anion; thus, IR cannot be 
used to distinguish between 1FO and 1MM.

Sample preparation

As sufficiently large single crystals o f 1 MM were not available, 
a polycrystalline sample of lM M  (~  15 mg) was mixed with 
eicosane ( -  30 mg) in a m ortar and pestle (Tm =  310 K),19 and 
placed inside a gelatin capsule and loaded into the PPMS. The 
mixture was heated to 317 K in zero applied field, after which a 
field of 90 kOe was applied to align the crystals parallel to 
the field, and the sample was further heated to 320 K. The 
magnetization as a function of decreasing temperature was 
then monitored by observing the raw magnetization (M ) data 
between 320 and 280 K. Initially M  decreased upon cooling 
until the sample reached 310 K, then M  stabilized and began to 
increase as 280 K was approached. The sample was then 
cooled slowly in a 90 kOe field at a rate o f 2 K m iiF 1 and upon 
reaching 100 K the 90 kOe field was oscillated back to zero to 
avoid a remanent magnetic field. The sample was further 
cooled at 10 K m iiF 1, until 2 K was reached, and then the 
magnetic studies were initiated.

Results and discussion

The reaction of FeCp*3 and TCNQ forms three 
polymorphs o f [FeCp*J[TCNQ] composition. Paramagnetic 
I[FeCp*2]+) 2[TCNQ]22~ is the thermodynamically stable 
polymorph.8 Nonetheless, the 1-D chain structured 
[FeCp*2]+[TCNQ]“ meta- (1MM) and ferromagnetic (1FO) 
polymorphs can be isolated, and were independently studied.

Ferromagnetic phase, 1FO

In order to compare the magnetic data of 1FO to the results 
reported for the single crystal o f [FeCp*J[TCNE],7 1FO 
was aligned parallel to the magnetic field. Due to  the high 
anisotropy of [FeCp*3]+ i -  1.25 and gn -  4.4],b 1FO [and 
1MM (vide infra)] can be aligned parallel with a magnetic field 
using the heating/cooling protocol in eicosane (E), as described 
in the Experimental section. The value o f y T  at room 
temperature was 1.62 emu K mol-1 within the predicted range 
of 0.750 to 2.19 emu K m o F 1 expected for 1FO, which 
corresponds to gavc for [FeCp*J+ of 3.64. From a plot of 
% ~\T) the Weiss constant, 0, was determined to be 24 K 
(T  >  50 K) indicative of significant ferromagnetic coupling.
I lowever, 0 is larger than the 3.8 K determined from field 
cooled magnetization data.11 This difference is attributed to 
the alignment o f 1FO; the previous sample studied was 
unaligned. The field dependent magnetization, M (H ), at 2 K 
o f 1FO was characteristic o f a ferromagnet and with a rapid

saturation to  16,740 emu Oe m o F 1 (Fig. 2). Unaligned 1FO 
was previously reported to saturate to 11 600 emu Oe m o F 1.11 
From the expression for M h = AaiUbLsfcSfc + £tcnqStcnq]> 
where N A is Avogadro's constant, ,uB is the Bohr magneton, 
gKu the g-value for [FeCp*3]+, S?c the spin for [FeCp*J+ (i.e. 
1/2), g \  the rv a lu e  for [TCNQ]- 0?TCn Q, i.e. 2); and STCKQ 
the spin for [TCNQ]-  (i.e. 1/2). Thus, using the M, determined 
by M (H ) the average £Fc was determined to be 3.91 for our 
aligned 1FO and 2.15 for that previously reported.7 This is 
similar to, but a bit lower than, 16 300 emu Oe mol-1 reported 
for a large aligned crystal o f [FeCp*2][TCNE].7 Thus, 1FO 
was almost completely aligned parallel to the magnetic 
field. 1FO also displays a remanent magnetization of 
1900 emu Oe m o F 1, and a hysteresis with a coercive 
field, Hcr -  50 Oe at 2 K (Fig. 2a). This coercivity is 
substantially reduced with respect to the 1000 Oe reported for 
[Fem Cp*2],+[T C N E ]-.7 The zero field cooled field cooled 
data show a 3.0 K bifurcation temperature, and the 5 Oe M (T) 
extrapolates to zero at 3.3 K (Fig. 3).

The x.tK(7) for 1FO exhibits both in-phase, real, x'(T) and 
out-of-phase, imaginary, / '(T )  components characteristic of 
a noncompensated magnetic ordering in 1FO (Fig. 4). No 
frequency dependence is evident and Tc taken at the 
temperature at which the maximum is observed in the 100 I Iz 
data is 3.1 K. This is in close agreement with the 3.0 K Tc 
reported from the 175 Hz data .11

The temperature dependence of the heat capacity, Cp(7), for 
1FO has a maximum at Tc =  3.0 K (Fig. 5). This independent 
determination of Tc is in excellent agreement with the value 
determined by %lK(T). Since no diamagnetic material isostruc- 
tural to 1 is known, the lattice contribution to the specific heat 
could not be obtained for 1FO, and consequently the Debye 
lattice specific heat could not be determined and subtracted 
from 1. Thus, all heat capacity data reported are uncorrected 
for the lattice contribution.

Metamagnetic phase, 1 MM

The room temperature value of x J  f° r 1MM is 
1.18 emu K mol-1 , and following the same analysis described 
above for 1FO this corresponds to gnyc for [FeCp*J+ of 2.93. 
Above 30 K, 0 o f 11.0 K is in accord with ferromagnetic 
coupling. For the detailed magnetic studies, lM M  was also 
aligned parallel to the applied magnetic field using eicosane, 
i.e. 1MM + E.

lM M  and lM M  + E, in contrast to 1FO, order as 
antiferromagnets in zero applied field (H  = 0); however, with 
increasing field the behavior switches to a ferromagnetic-like 
state, as observed in its field dependent magnetization, M (H), 
at 2 K (Fig. 2). This behavior is characteristic of a meta- 
magnet.13 Unlike for 1FO, hysteresis is not observed in lM M  
(Fig. 2c)20" as expected in a first order transition, the reported 
cases are scarce and in general no hysteresis at all is observed 
in antiferromagnets.20* The saturation magnetization (A Q  is 
15 900 emu Oe m o F 1 for lM M  + E; hence £avc is 3.70 for 
lM M  + E indicative o f alignment of lM M  parallel to H  in 
eicosane. The M (H ) data o f lM M  + E also contains a notable 
bump in the first and third quadrants between 3000 and 
4000 Oe that is not observed for 1 MM. The 2.1 2.5 K M (H ) of
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Fig. 2 2 K M (H) hysteresis loops for 1FO ( O ) and I M M  + E ( • ) .  Inset are the hysteresis curve for 1FO (a), the 6M I6H  of I M M  + E (b) and the 
M(H) curve for I M M  + E that does not exhibit hysteresis (c).

Fig. 3 5 Oe zero field ( • )  and field cooled (O) M (T) for 1FO.

IMM + E also displays this bump with the sharpness 
decreasing with increasing temperature (Fig. 6). Using the 
difference between the M s values at 2 K for IMM + E and at 
the bump, ~85%  of the spins can be estimated to have flipped 
from being antiparallel to parallel with the applied field, while 
the remaining -15%  flipped after the bump.

The dM (H )/dH (H ) data (Fig. 2b) reveal that for the 2 K 
isotherm the critical field, Hc for IMM + E is 1300 Oe, which

is in good agreement with past results.8 The observed transi
tion for IMM is sharper than that observed for IMM + E 
(Fig. 6a,b). However, both show Hc decreases nonlinearly 
with increasing temperature as is noted for EuSe,21a 
CsCoCl3*2H20 ,21Z7 and D yP04,21z" but differ from the linear 
dependence reported for [Mnmporphyrin][TCNE].22

The frequency,/, dependence of x'(T) and x"(T) at zero field 
were determined below 5 K, and are identical for both IMM 
and IMM + E (Fig. 7). Tc, taken as the AC freezing tem
perature, 7f, at 100 Hz, was 2.6 K for IM M  + E, and is in 
good agreement with the previously reported Tc of 2.55 K ,8 
and no frequency dependence is present. However, the 
intensities differed as the response for IM M  + E was 
~5 times greater than IMM, as expected due to the greater 
alignment of the sample parallel to the applied magnetic 
field. The f ( T )  values for both IM M  and IM M  + E were 
essentially zero (Fig. 7) confirming that in zero field IMM is 
an antiferromagnet.

The possibility that eicosane might exert pressure on IMM 
at low temperatures and increase the Tc, as observed for THF 
with [FeCp*2][TCNE],23 was ruled out after observing that 
repeating the same cooling procedure with [FeCp*2][TCNE], 
2 (Tc = 4.8 K), no change in Tc occurred. Therefore, 
eicosane does not exert a pressure on 2 and by assumption 
on IMM + E.

x'{T) and f { T )  studies at constant field (H  <  kOe) between
2 and 8 K and at 100, 1000 and 10 000 Hz were done on 
IMM + E. The relevance of this field range is based upon the
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Fig. 4 y'{T) and y"(T) of 1FO at 100 Hz (•>). 1000 Hz ( I). and 
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Fig. 5 Specific heat, CP(T) of 1FO at H  = 0 (O), and 1MM at 0 Oe 
( • ) ,  500 (□ ), 1000 (■ ), 1500 (♦ ), 2000 (O) and 5000 Oe (A).

2 K  dM IdH  vs. H  plot (Fig. 2b). Studies showed that below 
1500 Oe as the field was increased the temperature at which 
the maximum in %'(T) occurred shifted to lower temperature 
while the intensity of /(T) increased. Above 1500 Oe. the 
temperature at which the maximum in ~/(T) occurred shifts to

Applied Magnetic Field, H, Oe

Fig. 6 M(1I) between 2.1 and 2.5 K of 1 MM + E: 2.1 (C ) 2.2 (H) 2.4 
(A) 2.5 K (<>). and 1M M :2.1 ( • )  2.2 (■ ) 2.4 (A) 2.5 K (♦). Insets are 
d Mid 11 vs. I I  for 1MM (c) and 1MM + E (d).

higher temperatures with increasing field, but the intensity of 
y"(T) decreased.

The frequency (/) dependence of the x'(T) was parametrized 
by. $  = A7y[7>Alog/].24 A significant frequency dependence 
(<j> > 0.02) was only observed between 1200 and 1700 Oe. and ^ 
was essentially frequency independent above and below these 
regions (Fig. 8). For 1MM + E <j> <  0.005 for H  <  1200 Oe 
and H  > 1700 Oe. between 1200 and 1700 Oe <j> increases with 
increasing field to a maximum value of 0.04. consistent with 
1MM + E having a weak spin glass behavior, as disordered 
spin systems display 0.1 <  (j> <  0.01 as found in the alloys 
of PdMn (</> =  0.013) and NiMn (</> =  0.018) while the 
superparamagnet a-(H 0 2O3)(B3O3) has ^ = 0.28.24 The 
disorder in 1MM + E can be related to spin inhomogeneities 
arising at the onset of the first order metamagnetic phase 
transition, where the spins of 1MM + E rotate from an 
antiferromagnetic state to a ferromagnetic-like state as H  
increases. Similar behavior is also observed for 1MM.

x'(H) and ~/"{H) studies at constant temperature (2.0 ^
3.5 K) for H  ^  5000 Oe and at 100. 1000. and 10 000 Hz were 
carried out on 1MM + E. The most dramatic changes were 
observed between 2.2 and 2.8 K. with very little frequency 
dependence. Thus, representative 100 Hz data reveal two peaks 
for ~/(H) (Fig. 9). The lower field peak. I. occurs between 500 
and 1500 Oe. while the higher field peak. II. occurs between 
3000 and 4000 Oe. Both shift to lower field with increasing 
temperature. Peak II. however, is not observed in 1MM. but
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Fig. 7 x\T) and f(T )  of 1MM: ( • )  100 Hz, (■ ) 1000 Hz, (♦) and 
10000 Hz, and 1MM + E: (O) 100 Hz, (□ ) 1000 Hz and (O) 10000 Hz
{H =  0 Oe, 5 Oe drive field).

Fig. 9 2.2 to 2.8 K x'(H, 100 Hz) of 1MM + E: (O) 2.2, (□ ) 2.3, (A) 
2.4, (V) 2.5, (O) 2.6, (>) 2.8 K, and 1MM: ( • )  2.2 K, (■ ) 2.3, (A) 2.4, 
(▼) 2.5, (♦) 2.6, (►) 2.8 K {H = 0 Oe, 5 Oe drive field).

Fig. 8 for 1MM ( • )  and 1MM + E (O). The lines are guides
for the eye.

only for 1MM + E. For the 100 Hz /'(H)  data three peaks are 
observed between 2.2 and 2.4 K (Fig. 10). Peak I occurs 
between 2.2 and 2.4 K in x'{T) and corresponding to two 
peaks in f (H ) ,  with the lower field peak, la, decreasing in 
field as the temperature increases, and the higher field peak, 
lb, increasing in field with increasing temperature. As the 
temperature increases the intensity of la decreases and 
becomes unobservable. Peak II is also present in f ( H )  
between 2.2 and 2.8 K, as is seen in yJ(T).

Fig. 10 2.2 to 2.8 K 100 Hz) of 1MM + E: (O) 2.2, (□ ) 2.3, (A) 
2.4, (V) 2.5, (O) 2.6, (>) 2.8 K, and 1MM: ( • )  2.2 K, (■ ) 2.3, (A) 2.4, 
(▼) 2.5, (♦) 2.6, (►) 2.8 K (H = 0 Oe, 5 Oe drive field).
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Fig. 11 Ti(T) of IMM + E: (■) /(H). ( • )  i(T). (A) M(Ti). (♦) 
M(T) and ( I tricritical points: (- - - -) denotes a first order transition 
along with the metamagnetic phase boundaries: ( ) denotes a second 
order transition.

Since the relaxation processes occurring in the spin system 
for IM M  are unknown, and outside the scope of this study, 
only the peak maxima for 100 and 1000 I Iz x'(ff) and x'(If) as 
well as the M(T) and M(II) data are used to determine the 
magnetic phase diagram 77(71 for IMM + E (Fig. 11).

Phase diagram

The 77(71 of IMM + E contains three different magnetic 
phases: an antiferromagnetic, AFM, an intermediate IP, and a 
paramagnetic phase, PM. First-order metamagnetic phase 
boundaries (MPB) are present between AFM IP and IP PM 
phases. The AFM-IP MPB between -9 0 0  and -1100 Oe is 
the result of —85% of the spins (vide infra) in IMM + E having 
flipped from an antiparallel to a parallel spin arrangement 
with respect to the applied field. The remaining — 15% of the 
spins do not flip until the IP-PM  MPB at -3500 Oe. This 
corresponds to the bump observed in the 2 K M(II) data 
(Fig. 6b,d) between 3500 and 4000 Oe, along with the peak 
observed in the same region for x'(IT). The genesis of the initial 
switching of the — 85% of the spins is unknown. Review of the 
crystal structure11 fails to reveal features that might account 
for a higher field needed to flip some of the spins. Given the 
small fraction of spins flipping at higher fields differences with 
normal spins can be especially subtle and require correlation 
with the nuclear and magnetic crystal structures to find 
them. Unfortunately, the magnetic structure of IM M  is not 
yet known.

In contrast, the AFM-PM and IP-PM  phase transitions at
2.6 K are both second order transitions. The two tricritical 
points, Th are estimated to occur at 2.6 K and —900 and 
— 3500 Oe. More precise values for the T̂ s cannot be 
determined from the data available from the polycrystalline 
samples, as suitable single crystals cannot be synthesized for 
study. Hence, based on previously reported 77(71 phase 
diagrams, they were positioned on the diagram as noted. 
The lower field is due to the first metamagnetic phase

intersecting IP and PM phases, while the higher field Tl is 
due to the second metamagnetic boundary intersecting with 
IP and PM.

I leat capacity, CP(T), measurements were done on IM M  as 
a function of 77 below 5000 Oe (Fig. 5).25 At 77 = 0, a peak in 
CP(T) at 2.4 K was observed, which is in good agreement with 
a previous study26 and the 2.55 K ordering temperature for 
IM M .8 Surprisingly, as the ordering temperature for IMM 
was field dependent, as evidenced by the change in the field- 
dependent maximum in x'(71, it was anticipated that the 
temperature at which the peak in the Cp(T) data occurs for 
IMM would also be as field dependent.27 This is reported for 
the antiferromagnet y-nitrophenyl nitronyl nitroxide (TN = 
0.65 K),28 in which the maximum in Cp(T) data changes with 
increasing applied field. I lence, it was unexpected that the 
2.4 K peak in CP(T) data for IMM was independent of 77.29 
Nonetheless, a field-independent peak was also reported for 
the ferrimagnet (NBu4)[Fe11Fe111(ox)3].30

Conclusion

[FeCp*2][TCNQ] forms three different polymorphs with 
different magnetic ground states: a paramagnet: a ferromag
netic, 1FO, with Tc = 3.1 K: and a metamagnet, IM M  with 
Tc = 2.5 + 1 K. Alignment of 1FO and IM M  crystallites 
parallel to the applied magnetic field did not effect Tc, but 
allowed for the detailed magnetic properties of both to be 
determined.

The 2 K M(II) of 1FO was characteristic of a ferromagnet 
with 77cr — 50 Oe and a remanent magnetization of 
1900 emu Oe m o l 1 at 2 K. 1FO exhibits frequency 
independent x'(77) and /'(IF) components in zero applied field 
consistent with a ferromagnetic state. Tc = 3.1 K for 1FO and 
agreed with the previous Tc (175 I Iz) of 3.0 K .11 CP(T) data for 
1FO had a peak maximum at 3.0 K, in excellent agreement 
with the peak in x'(T) data.

1 MM + E was determined from the hysteresis at 2 K to be 
significantly, but not completely, aligned parallel with the 
applied field. However, IMM + E exhibited different M(II), 
x!(T), and y"(T) data than IMM indicating that alignment of 
the crystals enabled the detailed magnetic properties of IMM 
to be observed that were not observed for unaligned samples. 
Ordering temperatures observed as a function T, II, and 
f  enabled determination of the 77(71 phase diagram for 
IMM + E. IMM + E has three phases: antiferromagnetic 
(AFM), intermediate (IP) and paramagnetic (PM) phases, 
containing two metamagnetic phase boundaries. These 
boundaries result from —85% of the IMM + E spins flipping 
from an antiparallel to a parallel spin arrangement at the first 
boundary ( —900 Oe), while the remaining 15% flip at the 
second boundary ( — 3500 Oe).

Stable model systems with profound differences in their 
magnetic properties, but structurally well characterized to be 
quite similar, and solvent free, are rare, and consequently will 
serve as important model systems for future theoretical studies. 
[FeCp*2][TCNQ] has two polymorphs, IMM and 1FO, whose 
minimal structural differences lead to significantly different 
cooperative magnet behaviors. The detailed magnetic 
characterization of each phase herein provides the basis for
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theorists to understand the subtle cooperative interactions that 
lead not only magnetic ordering, but also the sign of the 
ordering.
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